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ABSTRACT

Observations from a 20 ft boat and light aircraft were
made within 500 m of the Oregon coast shoreline to
measure distribution, abundance and behavior of Marbled
Murrelets (Brachyramphus marmoratus). The results from
27 vessel transect days and 4 aerial transect days are
reported here. Standard transect protocols were
developed which could be converted to bird densities per
unit of shoreline and which can be repeated in future
efforts. Murrelets were more difficult to detect from
aircraft than from a boat in less than ideal conditions,
but the relative distribution was similar using the two
techniques. Most research effort was devoted to the
central Oregon coast; the north coast was surveyed twice
by boat, and the south coast once.

Murrelets were relatively scarce north of the Siletz
River (avg. 7.65 birds per 10 Km by 100m strip), abundant
between Depoe Bay and Coos Bay (avg. 53.86 birds/10 km
strip), and variable from Coos bay to the California
border (avg. 16.56 birds/10 km strip).

The first fledgling of the year was seen on 16 June.
Following that date, between 0 and 16.5% of the birds
counted each day were fledglings (average 2.7%, n = 20).

Possible reasons for the low proportion of counted
fledglings are discussed.

We detected a sudden change in distribution in late July
which may have been due to change in availability of
prey. Data on detection distances, behaviors, group size
and relation to shore type are also presented.

Recommended future research includes more transects
alongshore, particularly south of Florence, repeated
surveys of coastal sections through the season and more
transects at specified distances offshore.
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INTRODUCTION

Marbled Murrelets (Brachyramphus marmoratus) are small diving
seabirds who have the unique adaptation of flying inland to nest
in large forest trees along the west coast of North America (see
review in Marshall, 1988). The dual nature of their life
history, as forest bird and as seabird, presents problems to
studying their biology as well as to conservation efforts. Loss
of nesting forest habitat, extreme vulnerability to oil pollution
(King and Sanger, 1979), and speculation that the population is
in serious decline has led to their listing as a federally
threatened species in October, 1992. There is currently a great
need to understand more about Marbled Murrelet nesting and at-sea
biology and behavior, so that appropriate conservation management
plans can be developed. Data on population size and distribution
is particularly lacking, as is an effective means of monitoring
population levels. Censuses of birds at sea is the most
effective means of quantifying population and distribution at
present. Marine surveys can provide much information on feeding
ecology, habitat use, and behavior. This report summarizes our
findings from marine transect surveys of Marbled Murrelets along
the open Oregon coast from June to August, 1992. Using aerial
and vessel observations, we addressed the following primary
objectives:

1) To develop a standard protocol for marine transects and
test the feasibility of conducting surveys on the open
coast.

2) To describe the distribution of murrelets along the
length of the Oregon coast.

3) To assess local distribution along the central Oregon
coast in relation to season, distance offshore, shore
type, oceanographic features, and the presence of other
seabird species.

4) To produce a minimum population figure for the state and
clarify the requirements for obtaining a population
estimate.

The greatest effort was devoted to vessel surveys. Aerial
surveys of the coast were made for comparison with vessel survey
results and to test the practicality of using aerial transect
methods in the future. Though distribution and abundance of
murrelets was the focus of research, we also present results of
behavioral observations, group size, feeding activity, and
presence of fledglings.
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Transect surveys of are a common method of studying
seabirds in their marine environment. Marbled Murrelets are
under represented in most coastal marine bird surveys because
they are concentrated in the extreme nearshore waters, and are
rarely recorded more than a few Km from shore (Rodaway et al.,
1992; Ralph, et al, 1990; Carter, 1984; Sealy and Carter, 1984).
Consequently, most at-sea information on Marbled Murrelets is
from studies specifically designed to study birds in this
habitat. Rodaway et al. (1991), Speich et al. (1992), Carter
(1984), Sealy and Carter (1984), Wahl and Speich (1984) and
others have carried out numerous surveys of inland waterways
frequented by murrelets between Puget Sound, Washington, and
Prince William sound, Alaska. The number of open coast surveys is
far more limited. Carter et al. (in press) surveyed the length
of the California coast from an inflatable boat while censusing
other seabird nesting colonies. Ralph et al. (1990) conducted
repeated surveys to examine murrelet distribution on sections of
the northern California coast. Ralph and other researchers have
since surveyed the rest of the murrelets' known range in
California and have conducted aerial surveys for the birds in
California and southern Oregon (Ralph, Pers comm). Varoujean
and Williams (1989) counted murrelets from an inflatable boat
within a few Km of the Coos Bay harbor. They derived the first
Oregon population estimates (approximately 5,100 individuals)
based on these surveys. Scott carried out surveys from Newport
to Yaquina Head and offshore in four summers from 1969 to 1973
(Scott, 1973 In Nelson et al., 1992). Varoujean and Pitman
(1980) and Lowe (In Nelson et al., 1992) recorded Marbled
Murrelet sightings incidental to surveys of other seabirds on
Oregon islands.

In addition to the Marine transacts, numerous shore based
observations of Marbled Murrelets have been made over the years.
Those on the Oregon coast up to 1988 have been summarized by
Nelson et al. (1992). Up to this point, only a small fraction of
the Oregon coast has been surveyed for murrelets by vessel or
from the air, and information on population size and distribution
has been derived from inland and shore-based observations and the
work of Varoujean and Williams (1987), all summarized in Nelson
et al.(1992). It is our hope that this report will add to the
knowledge necessary to developing sound management decisions and
facilitate future marine research on this bird.
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METHODS

I. VESSEL SURVEYS

Equipment
Our vessel was a 20 foot Boston Whaler powered by twin 70 hp
outboard motors, operated from a console in the middle of the
boat. The boat was equipped with a marine radio, compass, and a
Sidefinder brand digital sonar depth finder ( ' fishfinder'). The
fishfinder displayed surface water temperature, hull speed, and
elapsed distance as well as bottom depth, fish, and smaller
sound-reflecting organisms. Other equipment included binoculars
and digital watches for each person, maps covering planned
transect lines, a tape recorder with remote microphone, and a
orange and white float on a measured 50 m line.

Survey types and conditions
Two types of transect lines were used in relation to the
shoreline; the first was designed to survey long sections of
coast line for murrelet abundance and distribution (termed
'extensive transects' by Ralph et al, 1990), and the second was
designed to quantify distribution in relation to distance from
shore, up to 2.5 Km (called 'intensive transects' by Ralph et
al., 1990). The terms 'extensive' and 'intensive' used here are
not meant to imply that these methods were identical to those
used by Ralph et al. (1990), but they were analogous and with the
same objectives.

1) Extensive transects: a transect line was run parallel to the
shore and from 200 to 500 m from shore. A distance of 250 to 350

m from shore was considered ideal, but surf conditions at times
necessitated lines up to 500 m from shore for safe boating.
These transects usually extended between two ports. On the
Oregon coast, distance between ports is between 25 and 140 km.
A support person on shore drove the trailoring vehicle to the
destination port and made supplementary observations from shore.
This type of transect was used for the length of the Oregon coast
and for repeated transects of about 140 km of the central Oregon
coast.

2) Intensive transects: lines of 5 km length, parallel to the
coast, each one 500 m to 800m farther out to sea than the
previous. Course was maintained with careful attention to the
compass heading. Transects continued progressively farther out
until no Marbled Murrelets were seen on the water for a full 5 km
line. All transects of this type were carried out in central
Oregon, between Gleneden Beach and Heceta Head.

A number of factors affect observation conditions and thus the
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detectibility of murrelets while on transect. We developed 5

standard observation condition categories (Table 1) and
maintained a running account of observation conditions while on

transect. The categories were primarily defined by local wind
waves (sea state, see Table 1) which had by far the greatest
effect on conditions, but then the category could be modified
upwards or downwards by one level depending on effect of other
factors which included swell height, reflections or glare, chop
caused by wave reflection or residual seas, and fog.

Table 1. Wind

Wind speed
(knots)

0 - 2

2 - 4

4 - 6

7 - 10
11 - 16

speed, sea state, and observation conditions.

Beaufort Observation
sea state& conditions Comments

0

1

2

3

4

Excellent
Very Good

Good
Fair
Poor

transects not initiated
abandon transects

underway

Source: Frampton & Uttridge, 1988. Meteorology For Seafarers.

Surveys were not initiated when beaufort sea state was 3 or
greater. Transects were terminated whenever beaufort sea state
was greater than 3 or when conditions were considered poor.
Vessel speed was maintained at 10 to 11 knots at all times.
Observation protocol was the same for all transects, as described
below.

Observation protocol and personnel duties
Observer duties
Two observers were employed, one standing on each side and in
front of the control console. Each observer scanned a 90° arc
between the bow and the beam continuously, only using binoculars
to confirm identification or to observe plumage or behavior of
murrelets. All species of birds within 50 m of the boat and on
the water were recorded, and plunge divers (terns, pelicans) were
also recorded when flying. All Marbled Murrelets sighted at any
distance were recorded with the following information:

A) Time of sighting to the minute.
B) Group size; a group being defined as birds within 2 m of

each other.
C) Side of vessel, categorized as port, port bow, bow,

starboard bow, and starboard. The starboard bow or port
bow categories were used when birds were sighted in front
of the boat and would pass within approximately 25 m or
less of the boat if they remained at the surface.

D) Behavior in one of 5 categories: fly in apparent response
to the vessel, flying by in transit, dive in possible
response to the vessel, diving not in response to the
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vessel, and stay on the surface during vessel passage.
When birds were seen in the bow quarter, their distance was
not reported until they responded to the vessel or were
passed by the vessel.

The distinction of diving in response to the boat or not was
somewhat subjective. It depended on the birds' distance from the
boat and if they resurfaced closer to the boat (suggesting it was
not avoiding the vessel).

Additional notes on plumage (winter, molting to winter,
fledgling), fish carrying, vocalizing, or unusual flight or
diving behavior, and any association with other species or water
characteristics (ie; current zones, scattering layers) were also
recorded.

All information was spoken into the tape recorder via an external
microphone, held by one of the observers. The other observer
recited information from their side of the boat to the one
holding the microphone.

Driver duties.
The vessel driver maintained a speed of 10 - 11 knots and a
distance of 250 to 350 m from shore while on extensive transects
(type 1), or approximately 100 m from the outer surf line if
waves required maintaining a distance farther offshore. In
addition to maintaining course, speed, and watching for
navigational hazards, the driver recited the following
information into the recorder: time, kilometers elapsed since
the start of the transect, landmarks passed on shore, water depth
and surface temperature, swell height, wind direction and speed,
beaufort state, and observing conditions. Time and kilometers
elapsed were recorded every 2 to 5 km or when landmarks were
passed or other variables changed. The driver was also
responsible for monitoring the tape recorder operation, and for
communicating with the shore-based observer via radio.

The driver also participated in searching for murrelets and
pointed them out to observers, and observers recorded land marks,
changing conditions, and pointed out navigational hazards to the
driver. Sometimes the boat was stopped in the middle of a
transect to rest, make additional observations, or for equipment
reasons. The time and distance elapsed was recorded at the
beginning and end of all off-transect activities, and transects
were resumed at the same approximate location where they left
off. A rest break from duties was taken at least every 4 hours.
Observers and driver alternated positions periodically to reduce
observer fatigue.



II. AERIAL SURVEYS
Equipment.
A single engine wing-over Cessna 187 or 206 aircraft was used for
aerial surveys. On board we used two tape recorders with remote
microphones, an inclinometer, digital watches, and maps of the
coast.

Survey dates and conditions.
Two statewide surveys were attempted; one on 23 and 24 June, and
one on 4 and 5 August. Wind, causing a bumpy ride and rough
seas, hampered the work on June 23, and fog prevented surveys
south of Port Orford on June 24. The surveys on 4 and 5 August
were made in ideal conditions; a high overcast and calm seas.

Observation protocol and personnel duties.
Two observers, a navigator, and the pilot were on board for all
surveys. The pilot attempted to maintain an altitude of 60 m and
a speed of 90 knots, except when a tailwind required speeds of up
to 105 knots on 23 June. Distance from shore was held at about
300 m (the same as for extensive vessel transects) except when
passing seabird nesting islands, where a wide berth was given
(>800m) to avoid disturbance. The navigator, sitting in the
right front seat, requested speed, altitude, and shore distance
adjustments of the pilot when necessary, and recorded time to the
second when passing landmarks on shore. Observers were
positioned in the rear two seats on either side of the aircraft,
with a clear view of the water under the wing and above the
landing gear. Each observer continuously scanned a 50 m wide
corridor of ocean surface which was calculated as an angle
between 32° and 57° off horizontal. While maintaining their scan
of the water surface, observers recited the number and species of
birds seen and the time to the nearest 10 seconds, and reported
on observing conditions. We found that at the altitude we flew,
we were able to identify most birds to species. The 60 m level
was recommended as optimal for surveys of small marine birds
(Briggs et al. 1985; Varoujean, pers. comm.). Since our aircraft
had a pressure altimeter, our recorded altitude was only
approximated.
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RESULTS

SURVEY EFFORT
We attempted to run transects on virtually every day between 31
May and 1 July, and between 12 July and 12 August. Weather
conditions permitted us to run transects on 37 days, of which the
results of 27 days are reported here (Table 2). Poor observing
conditions, error in data recording, and fragmented transect
lines rendered data from 10 survey days unuseable in distribution
and abundance analyses. Aerial surveys were run on 4 days.

Table 2. Synopsis of field survey effort, summer, 1992.

DATE TYPE OF SURVEY LOCATIONS COMMENT

MAY
31 trial survey
JUNE
4

7

8

10
11
13
15
16
19
23
24
25
26
27

Newport Otter Crest data not used

trial survey Newport area
extensive Newport - Florence
extensive Depoe Bay Newport
extensive Newport - Florence
extensive Newport Florence
extensive Newport Depoe Bay
extensive intensive Newport Florence
extensive Florence - Coos Bay first fledgling
extensive Port Orford Gold Beach not used
aerial Newport - Washington windy, poor data
aerial Newport - Port Orford fog, incomplete
extensive Nehalem - Columbia river

windy, not used
peak no. per km

extensive Nehalem -

extensive Newport
28 extensive intensive Newport
30 intensive Newport -

JULY
12 extensive intensive Newport Depoe Bay

Depoe Bay
- Florence

Depoe Bay
Seal Rocks

13 extensive
14 extensive
16 intensive
18 intensive
19 extensive
20 extensive
23 extensive
30 extensive
31 extensive
AUGUST
1 intensive
2 extensive

errors, not used

Newport - Florence
Columbia river - Tillamook
Newport area windy
Newport Depoe Bay not used
Coos Bay - Port Orford
Brookings - Port Orford
Newport Florence
Newport - Cascade Head fog, not used
Newport Waldport record. error

Newport - Depoe Bay
Newport Florence
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Table 2, continued

3

4

5

6

7

10
11
12

extensive
aerial
aerial
extensive
intensive
intensive
extensive
extensive

Newport Siletz river not used
Newport -

Newport -

Florence
Newport

California
Washington
Waldport
Seal Rocks

Newport - Depoe Bay
Tillamook - Depoe Bay
Newport - Seal Rocks

good obs. cond.
exc. obs. cond.
rain, not used

wind, not used

DISTRIBUTION ON THE OREGON COAST
I. Vessel surveys
Transect counts were summed into 10 Km segments of coastline to
provide a broad scale perspective on Marbled Murrelet
distribution in Oregon. To make these results robust with regard
to variable observing conditions, only those birds sighted less
than 50 m from our vessel were included in these 10 Km totals.
Due to an apparent shift in distribution in late July (see
'seasonal changes'), only surveys before 24 July were included in
the 10 Km totals.

The Oregon coast was divided into north, central, and southern
regions, each of which had markedly different murrelet densities.

Marbled Murrelets were relatively scarce north of the Siletz
river mouth, with the only concentrations occurring near Cape
Falcon and Cape Lookout State Parks (Fig. 1). The species was
abundant in Central Oregon between Gleneden Beach (about 7 km
north of Depoe Bay) and Coos Bay, with average densities ranging
from 30 to 164 birds per 10 Km of coast (Fig 2). The highest
density recorded on a 10 Km scale was 201 murrelets counted
between Cape Perpetua and Heceta Head on 7 June. Murrelet
densities were variable off the southern Oregon coast, with high
numbers counted north of Bandon, near Port Orford, and just north
of the California Border (Fig. 3).

II. Aerial surveys
Far fewer birds were seen by air than from the boat (Figures 4
6), but the distribution of birds in June was similar between
aerial and boat survyes. On the August aerial survey, we had few
vessel surveys for comparison. However it appeared that there
were very few birds south of Port Orford (Fig. 6), and as many
birds at the north end of the state as in central Oregon (Figures
5, 6).

SEASONAL CHANGES IN DISTRIBUTION
Both aerial and vessel survey data indicated that there was a
northward shift in abundance of murrelets near the end of the
study period. Eight summary counts for the 94 Km shoreline
between Newport and Florence showed a 500% decrease between the



first six weeks of the study and the last two weeks (Table 3).
The survey of 2 August was conducted in excellent conditions, so
weather was not a factor in the low nmbers observed. Weather
prevented additional complete surveys of the section after August
2, but partial surveys showed that numbers remained low.
Conversely, vessel and aerial counts of areas in northern Oregon
showed a dramatic increase in abundance there (Table 3).

Table 3.

DATE

Murrelet totals between Newport and Florence, central
Oregon (94 km), and between Tillamook and the Siletz
river mouth, northern Oregon (109 km).

NEWPORT-FLORENCE TILLAMOOK-SILETZ RIVER

June 7 868
June 10 643
June 11 567
June 15 629
June 26 63
June 27 784
July 13 842
July 23 447
August 2 145
August 11 123

The observed change in distribution occurred when many murrelets
may have completed nesting activities and could be accounted for
by post breeding dispersal. At the same time, there was a switch
in prey species for many seabirds (Table 4). On the few
occasions when we could determine prey species, we noted that
smelt (Osmeridae) were taken until late July, and thereafter,
sandlance (Ammodytes) were the only prey seen.

Table 4. Identified prey species carried by seabirds from 1 June

DATE

to 12 August, 1992.

LOCATION SEABIRD SPECIES PREY TYPE

7 June North of Heceta Head Common Loon Surf Smelt
15 June South of Seal Rocks Marbled Murrelet Smelt sp.
15 June North of Yachats Marbled Murrelet Smelt sp.
25 June North of Seaside Common Murre Smelt sp.
25 June North of Seaside Common Murre Smelt sp.
26 June North of Cape Lookout Common Murre Smelt sp.
26 June North of Cape Lookout Common Murre Smelt sp.
27 June North of Heceta Head Common Murre Sandlance
14 July Seaside Common Murre Smelt sp.
1 August North of Newport Common Murre Sandlance
1 August Boiler Bay Marbled Murrelet Sandlance
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Table 4, continued

2 August South of Newport
2 August South of Newport

10 August Otter Rock
11 August South of Tillamook
11 August South of Tillamook
11 August South of Cape Lookout
11 August North Cascade Head

Marbled Murrelet
Heermanns' Gull
Common Murre
Common Murre
Common Murre
Marbled Murrelet
Marbled Murrelet

Sandlance
Sandlance
Sandlance
Sandlance
Sandlance
Sandlance
Sandlance

CENTRAL COAST SURVEYS
This section deals with data collected on 8 'extensive' transect
surveys between Newport and Florence and 7 days on which
'intensive' transects were run to measure distribution offshore
(see table 2 for dates) .

Relation to shore type
Of the 4 shore types categorized between Newport and Florence
(beach, rocky, mixed rock and beach, and within 3 km of a major
river mouth), highest densities occurred off mixed rock and beach
shoreline (ANOVA df= 3, p<0.000, Table 5)

Table 5. Number of Marbled Murrelets per km of 4 shore type
categories for the coastline in central Oregon.

Km of shore

Birds per km

Beach
SHORE TYPE

Mixed Rocky River mouth

52 19

9.31 11.75

10 13

6.80 6.78

Distance from vessel
There was a fairly uniform decrease in number of birds reported
at increasing distance from the vessel (Fig. 7). There was a
bias against the closer distances since birds responded to the
vessel before they came so close. This had the affect of
increasing the number of detections reported at the 20 to 40 m
distances, where murrelets tended to respond to the boat (we did
not report birds seen off the bow until they responded or passed
by the boat). The decrease in detections beyond 50 m likely
represents a true decrease in detection of birds. A potentially
confounding effect is that actual densities of murrelets can vary
over distances of 100m.
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There was a significant correlation between observation
conditions and number of birds sighted (r = .112, p<0.00).
However, we did not detect a difference in the average distance
at which birds were seen between excellent and good conditions;
it only decreased at fair or poor conditions (ANOVA, p < 0.000).

This suggests that our observations had some consistency with
respect to weather at beaufort states less than 3.

Small scale distribution along shore
Murrelet densities along the shoreline sometimes varied greatly
over distances of 1 km. We termed high bird-density areas
'patches'. Patches were a consistent feature of distribution
between Newport and Florence, but the location of patches varied
between days, and they were not apparently related to rip
currents or other oceanographic features, or to presence of other
species. Figure 8 illustrates shifts in distribution in 2 km
segments between Newport and Florence. Numbers were
consistently low around Heceta Head, and were most variable
adjacent to beaches or sand shorelines. The highest densities
were seen adjacent to beaches or mixed beach and rocky shore.
The highest number recorded per km was 75 birds in a 1 km strip
south of Cape Perpetua on 7 June.

Small scale distribution offshore
During intensive, type 1 transects, we ran repeated transect
lines parallel to the shore at progressively greater distance
from shore, up to 2.5 km out to sea. Murrelet abundance
decreased by roughly 50% beyond 500 m and dropped to 10% of the
nearshore sample beyond 1200 m out (Fig. 9A). We separated data
for after 23 July to see if the observed change in distribution
around that time was caused by dispersion offshore as well as to
the north. Figure 9B suggests this was the case, however, much
of the data for figure 9B came from a single day, 1 August, in

which there was a large 'patch' of murrelets which extended out
to sea as well as along shore. Although not quantified here, we
noted a higher percentage of the birds were flying by in transit
when surveying beyond 800 m offshore.

Behavior.
Murrelets were considered a 'group' if seen less than 2 m from
one another. They almost always occurred as single birds or in

pairs (Fig. 10), and the largest group recorded was 15 birds.

Murrelets were very sensitive to our passing vessel. Of 5471
behaviors tabulated, 1081 (19.8%) dove and 1300 (23.8%) flew in

apparent response to passage of the boat (Fig. 11). Almost all
responses occurred at less than 50 m, however, and so we were
unlikely to miss birds due to their reaction to the boat.

As noted above, we saw no association of murrelets with other
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species or with rip currents or convergences. In fact, although
not quantified, murrelets seemed to avoid flocks of other
species, even though they sought the same prey (Table 4). The
small size of Marbled Murrelets may render them vulnerable to
kleptoparasitism or predation in mixed species flocks.

POPULATION

A absolute minimum Marbled Murrelet population on the Oregon
coast derived from these surveys is 3,012. This is the sum of
all birds counted while on extensive, type 1 transects, averaging
the numbers for repeated coastal sections, and not including
transects after 23 July, when a shift in distribution was
apparent. It is presented as a minimum since this was the number
of birds actually counted, and it is clear that an unknown
percentage of birds were missed. This is apparent in Figures 9A
and B, which show a small proportion of the birds to be farther
out to sea than we could see, and by Figure 7, which indicates
that we did not always detect birds at greater than 50 m from the
boat.

Also not accounted for are birds which may have been inland
tending the nest. A greater understanding of nesting behavior
and chronology is necessary to include this factor here.

One possibility of double-counting exists in that, of the
23.8% of birds that flew in response to our vessel, some flew in
the same direction and may have relanded and been recounted. We
still feel certain that more birds were missed than could be
accounted for by this error, and so the minimum population figure
is not modified. In future transects we will note direction of
birds which fly from the boat.

PRODUCTIVITY AND FLEDGLING BEHAVIOR
Fledgling Marbled Murrelets were easily distinguished from adults
during the study period by their bright white underparts, throat,
and epaulets. Even by mid August when adults were molting to
winter plumage, fledglings were readily apparent with brighter
white contrasts. The number of fledglings was very low all
season (Table 6) and the highest ratio of fledglings to adults
occurred at the end of the study period (11 August, Table 6).

Fledglings were found to be concentrated in 3 areas between
Newport and Gleneden beach; on the south side of Yaquina Head,
near Otter Rock and Devil's Punchbowl, and around Boiler Bay
(Government Point). Of these, the south side of Yaquina Head
most consistently had fledglings present. All of the higher
percentages of fledglings in Table 6 included transects of these
areas. Fledglings were never abundant on the 94 km section
between Newport and Florence.
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Table 6. Number of fledglings counted in relation to total
counts of murrelets for all vessel surveys after 15 June.

DATE REGION TOTAL a FLEDGLINGS % FLEDGLINGS

7 - 15 June (no fledglings seen)
16 June C 996 1 0.10
19 June S 33 0

25 June N 48 1 2.08
26 June N 75 2 2.68
27 June C 1245 1 0.00
28 June C 310 2 0.06
12 July C 370 14 3.78
13 July C 1239 1 0.00
14 July N 60 1 (probable) 1.67
16 July (not included)
18 July C 170 0

19 July S 656 2 0.30
20 July S 311 6 1.93
23 July C 642 2 0.31

30 July C 90 3 3.33
1 August C 159 8 5.03
2 August C 367 1 0.27
3 August C 86 8 9.30
6 August C 143 1 0.70
7 August (not included)
10 August C 277 16 5.77
11 August N 194 32 16.49
12 August (not included)

Total numbers are for murrelets at all distances and behaviors
(since we assume chicks have an equal likelihood of being
detected).

If all observations in Table 6 are included, the unweighted
percent of fledglings in the population was 2.69% (s.d. = 4.08, n
= 20). If only transects between 12 and 23 July are included,
1.14% of the population were fledglings (s.d. = 1.406, n = 7).
Obviously, this is a low measure of productivity. The following
discussion provides some interpretation of these figures.
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DISCUSSION

Comparison with other research.
The protocol described above is very similar to that used by
Ralph et al. (1990, and in-progress) and with the same kind of
observing vessel. Observer height above water is an important
variable in detection of murrelets, and for this reason the
results of Carter et al. (in press), Varoujean and Williams
(1989), and Naslund (pers. comm), all of whom used small
inflatable boats, are difficult to compare with those given here.
Ralph only employed two persons in the boat during transects,
whereas three persons were used for the effort presented here.
The difference in detection rate of murrelets between two and
three persons has not been assessed, but we anticipate that it is
a relevant factor at high murrelet densities. The intensive
transects described by Ralph et al. (1990) were carried out at
regular 400m increments in distance from shore, and were repeated
on the same coastal section throughout the season. In our
effort, distance between lines offshore varied between 500 and
800m, and were completed at a number of locations on the central
Oregon coast. Standardization of the increment in distance from
shore is desirable and will be planned in future transects.

Distribution
The distribution of Marbled Murrelets observed on this project
(prior to 24 July) follows quite closely with what has been
assimilated from other surveys and from land based observations
(Nelson et al., 1992). It also corresponds to the distribution
of remaining old growth coastal forest in Oregon with the
exception of the area between Florence and Coos Bay, which held
high densities of murrelets although large forest stands are not
nearby. It is recommended that further research efforts place
emphasis on this area.

We noted that the highest density of birds alongshore usually
occurred in a narrow band (<300m wide). This high-density band
(which was not consistent along the shoreline, but occurred in
patches) was closer to the shore (<= 500m) than average high-
density areas reported by Ralph et al. (1990). This suggests
that extrapolation of density distributions for different
sections of coast is not necessarily valid.

Abundance
The densities of Marbled Murrelets reported here were far

higher than has previously been reported for Oregon (Varoujean
and Williams, 1987) and suggests that the Oregon population may
be greater than previously suspected. We felt our data on
distribution offshore (Figs 9A, B) were too limited to
extrapolate to a population estimate and that more of the type I
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'intensive' transects from all regions of the coast were
necessary to produce a valid estimate.

Seasonal changes
Two related hypotheses interpreting the decrease in murrelet
numbers in central Oregon and their increase in the north and
offshore late in the season can be put forth. Undoubtedly,
post-breeding dispersal does occur (Rodaway et al., 1992; Speich
et al., 1992; Nelson, pers. comm), and birds are not be free to
seek feeding opportunities far beyond their nesting area during
the nestling period. In central Oregon, howev'er, the shift in

prey species from smelt to sandlance was abrupt and nearly
complete (table 4), and it occurred just when murrelets suddenly
became less abundant in central Oregon. Smelt are known to spawn
at beaches near Yachats, and the spawning season also ends at
about this time (Jerry Butler, OR Dept. Fish & Wildl., pers
comm.). This coincidence suggests that a change (reduction) in
availability of smelt to murrelets may be considered a proximal
cause for the observed decline in murrelets in nearshore central
Oregon waters. It follows that, if most birds did move north
(rather than just farther offshore), they either were post-
breeding at that point, or were not breeders in 1992. Data from
additional seasons is necessary to determine if the sudden prey
switch from smelt to sandlance is a yearly event or an unusual
phenomenon.

Productivity
The proportion of fledgling murrelets counted at sea has been
reported as unusually low in other research efforts (less than
4%, Ralph, pers. comm, Kuletz, 1993) as well as our own.
Four possibilities are discussed below to interpret the low
percent of fledglings seen on our transect surveys (Table 7):

1) Fled lins were distributed different) than adults and were
under represented in our transects. If fledglings scattered out
over the coastal shelf waters, their small numbers, small size,
and difficult detectability could cause them to be under
represented in offshore coastal surveys as well. We observed
murrelet fledglings to concentrate at certain areas such as the
south side of Yaquina Head. If most areas of fledgling
concentration were beyond the central coast region we frequented,
they could have been missed.
2) Few nesting attempts are successful in any year due to loss of
nesting habitat or other environmental impacts. In this
scenario, the adult populations we observed are remnant, and
numbers will plummet when lack of recruitment fails to maintain
the adult population. This scenario may appear alarmist, but at
present we know of no information which can substantially refute
the possibility. This underscores the need for effective
population monitoring as well as the need for other research on
murrelet biology.
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3) Few pairs of murrelets bred successfully_ in 1992 due to El
Nino or other adverse conditions particular to that year.
Information of other seabird breeding numbers and fledging
success indicates that the 1992 El Nino did not have a noticeable
impact in Oregon (Roy Lowe, U.S. Fish & Wildlife Serv., pers.
comm.). The evidence that many species were consuming the same
schooling prey (Table 4) suggests that prey availability was high
and resource partitioning between species was low (Ainley, et al.
1990). The low observed productivity was probably not due to
unusually low prey availability in 1992.

4) Marbled Murrelets have spectacular demographics in terms of
lon evit and the observed roductivit is normal. Though
virtually nothing is known of Marbled Murrelet demographics, it
is unlikely they are dramatically different from other alcids
(Sealy, 1972), and so possibility (4) may be discounted.

Future research
It is clear that more research is needed to refine our density
measures both along shore and offshore so that a population
estimate may be developed. This is particularly true of the
coast south of Florence. Repeated transects of coastal sections
throughout the season are needed to determine seasonal effect and
to delineate what time period is optimal for representative
distribution and population sampling. Closely coordinated aerial
and vessel transects are necessary of conversion factors between
the two methods are to be calculated. The above suggestions for
further research are all directed towards the development of a
monitoring program which can be repeated yearly with a minimum of
effort and whose results can be compared across years.
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Figure 1. Marbled Murrelet densities from vessel transects in

10 km by 100 m sections of the Northern Oregon coast.
Data are for transects between 1 June and 20 July.
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Figure 2. Marbled Murrelet densities from vessel tzansects in

10 km by 100 m sections of the Central Oregon coast.
Data are for transects between 1 June and 20 July.
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Figure 3. Marbled Murrelet densities from vessel transects in
10 km by 100 m sections of the Southern Oregon coast.
Data are for transects between 1 June and 20 July.
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Figure 4. Marbled Murrelet counts for aerial surveys of the

northern Oregon coast from one side of the plane on

23 & 24 June and 4 & 5 August, 1992.
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Figure 5. Marbled Murrelet counts for aerial surveys of the
central Oregon coast from one side of the plane on

23 & 24 June and 4 & 5 August, 1992.
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Figure 6. Marbled Murrelet counts for aerial surveys of the

southern Oregon coast from one side of the plane on

23 & 24 June and 4 & 5 August, 1992

* not surveyed due to weather conditions
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Figure 7. Distance of murrelet groups from vessel. Distances
reported when first seen to the sides of the boat,
reported when they responed or were passed when off the
bow of the boat.
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Figure 8. Abundance of murrelets in 2 km segments on 6 transects
of the shoreline between Newport and Florence,
illustrating small scale patches and distribution
shifts.
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Figure 9. Densities of murrelets at 5 categories of distance from
shore. Figures at column tops are km of transects
completed at given shore distance (sammple size). Data
from 1 June to 23 July (A), and from 24 July to 12
August (B).
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Figure 10. Frequency of group sizes of murrelets encountered

while on transect. Groups are defined as birds within

2 m of each other.
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Figure 11 Frequency of 5 behavior types exhibited by murrelets

groups while on transect. Includes birds at all
distances from the vessel.
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BEHAVIOR

LEGEND: stay: Birds remained on water surface.

diving: Birds were engaged in diving activity.

dove: Birds dove in apparent avoidance of boat.

flew: Birds flew in apparent response to the boat.

flying: Birds were flying past when first detected.

split: A pair of murrelets separated in apparent
avoidance to the boat*.

* In all other instances, all members of a group
behaved in the same manner
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